A WEEK IN 4G

We have been learning about addition and subtraction and we are getting pretty good at it! Here are some problems that we have created, can you work out the answers?

If Sam had 3,631 iPad apps and Jayden had 6,749, how many do they have altogether?
Answer = _________

Ryan

Peter had 9,651 stars and Elle had 5,619. How many did they have altogether?
Answer = _________

Elle

Cameron had 1,509 bubble gum balls and Jake had 2,984. How many did they have altogether?
Answer = _________

Cameron

There were 5,654 tennis balls at the Australian Open. 4,320 were lost into the crowd and 6,349 were returned. How many tennis balls did they have at the end of the tournament?
Answer = _________

Avonlea

Hayden had 9,999 gold blocks and his friend Sky, had 1,000 gold blocks. During their journey, Hayden found another 1,100 blocks and Sky found 2,600. How many did they have each?
Hayden = _______  Sky = _______

How many did they have altogether?
Answer = ______________

Hayden